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In this paper, we compare difierent deflnitional transformations into normal form with
respect to the Herbrand complexity of the resulting normal forms. Usually, such deflni-
tional transformations introduce labels deflning subformulae. An obvious optimization
is to use implications instead of equivalences, if the subformula occurs in one polarity
only, in order to reduce the length of the resulting normal form. We identify a sequence
of formulae H1; H2; : : :, for which the difierence of the Herbrand complexity of the dif-
ferent translations of Hk is bounded from below by a non-elementary function in k. If
the optimized translation is applied instead of the unoptimized one, the length of any
resolution or cut-free LK-proof of Hk is non-elementary in k instead of exponential in k.
c° 1996 Academic Press Limited
1. Introduction
Most of today’s calculi well suited for automating deduction on a computer require the
formula being in a speciflc normal form. In classical flrst-order deduction, most calculi
are based on clause form, i.e., conjunctive or disjunctive normal forms. The usual trans-
formation of an arbitrary formula into a clause form (Bibel, 1993; Chang and Lee, 1973;
Loveland, 1978) requires the application of distributivity laws as one of more subtasks.
Due to the application of distributivity laws, the resulting clause set can consist of ex-
ponentially more occurrences of literals than the formula. Even more important, at least
in the flrst-order case, the structure of the formula is lost. Deflnitional (or structure-
preserving) transformations into clause form avoid such an exponential increase and the
destruction of the formula by introducing deflnitions for subformulae occurring in the
formula. For instance, if A ^ B is a subformula of the given formula F , then the newly
introduced deflnition for the subformula is LA^B · (LA ^ LB), where LA is the label
for A, LB is the label for B, and LA^B is the label for A^B. It is often recommended to
optimize the result of the transformation with respect to the number of resulting clauses
by using an implication instead of an equivalence if the formula being abbreviated occurs
y Work was performed while I was a member of the Intellectics group, TH Darmstadt.
z E-mail: uwe@kr.tuwien.ac.at
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in one polarity onlyy. The length of the resulting formula is, in the best case, a third of
the unoptimized formula because an equivalence can result in three clauses, whereas, in
the best case, an implication results in one clause.
In the following, we deal with such an optimized translation (called p-deflnitional
translation) and compare it with an unoptimizedz one. Our main result is as follows.
For a sequence H1; H2; : : : of formulae obtained from a sequence presented in Orevkov
(1979), the Herbrand complexity of the formula H 0k obtained by a deflnitional translation
of Hk is exponential in k, but the Herbrand complexity of the formula H 00k obtained from
Hk by the p-deflnitional translation is ‚ c ¢ s(k ¡ 1) for a constant c, where s(0) = 1
and s(n+ 1) = 2s(n) for all n ‚ 0. This non-elementary relation between these Herbrand
complexities has two implications. First, it implies a non-elementary relation in proof
length if analytic cut-free calculi like LK, variants of analytic tableaux, or quasi-analytic
calculi like resolution are applied. Second, since the size of the search space is elementarily
related to the length of a shortest proof if, for instance, breadth-flrst search or depth-
flrst search with iterative deepening is applied, a non-elementary decrease of the size
of the search space is achieved by the deflnitional translation. As a consequence, the
optimization is harmful in some cases and should not be mandatory.
It is rather surprising that omitting a small number of redundant parts of a formula
has such tremendous impacts on the lengths of proofs and the sizes of search spaces.
The non-elementary \speed-up" in proof length obtained by the unoptimized variant
of the translation is enabled by the fact that any label introduced for a subformula
occurs positively and negatively in the resulting formula. Roughly speaking, not only the
subformula, but also the negated subformula is available in the result of the translation. If
the subformula can act as a cut formula in a short derivation with cut, then the occurrence
of the subformula and its negation enable the simulation of the short derivation with cut
by a short derivation without cut. Such a simulation is not possible if the cut formula
occurs only positively or only negatively, mainly because the cut formula occurs in both
polarities in the short derivation. As a consequence, even for an analytic calculus for non-
normal form, a proof of F 0 can be non-elementarily shorter than a proof of F , where F 0
denotes the result of an application of the unoptimized translation to F . As already noted,
the size of the search space decreases in the same order. Although our result is based on a
typical worst-case scenario, one should, however, observe that a non-elementary decrease
of the size of the search space cannot be achieved by clever strategies. Even if we know a
shortest analytic cut-free proof and, therefore, no alternative decisions are involved, the
size of the search space remains non-elementary in k because any such proof has length
at least in the order of s(k ¡ 1).
There are only a few investigations how the difierent translations into clause form in°u-
ence the length of proofs in classical flrst-order logic. In Baaz et al., (1994), a deflnitional
translation into clause form in classical flrst-order logic is compared with traditional
transformations into clause form recommended in almost all textbooks on automated de-
duction. There, the sequence of flrst-order formulae is translated from Statman’s formulae
in combinatory logic (Statman, 1979). It turns out that the lengths of shortest proofs
y There is an even more reflned approach (Boy de la Tour, 1992) combining the traditional transfor-
mation and the deflnitional transformation to normal form. A subformula G is translated in such a way
that the length of the resulting normal form of G is minimal.
z When we use the term transformation or deflnitional transformation, we mean this unoptimized
version with equivalences.
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of clause sets obtained by a deflnitional transformation and a standard transformation
from the same formula can difier non-elementarily.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, deflnitions and notations are introduced.
In Section 3, we introduce two difierent deflnitional translations into clausal normal form.
The flrst translation uses equivalences in the deflnition of a label for a subformula occur-
rence, whereas the second one optimizes the length of the resulting clause form by using
implications. In Section 4, practical aspects are considered. We present a formalization
of the halting problem (Burkholder, 1987; Dafa, 1994) which is automatically proved by
our theorem prover KoMeT (Bibel et al., 1994a, b). So far, there are no automatically
generated proofs of the formalization in Dafa (1994), either in non-normal form or in
normal form. The key feature which enables KoMeT to flnd the proof is the structure-
preserving translation into normal form which is integrated into KoMeT’s preprocessing
module. In Section 5, a class of formulae originally proposed by Orevkov (1979) is ex-
tended. These formulae have Herbrand complexities non-elementary in k. We show that
the Herbrand complexities of the unoptimized translations of these formulae are expo-
nential, whereas the Herbrand complexities are non-elementary in k if the optimized
(p-deflnitional) translation is applied.
2. Deflnitions and Notations
Let VARS denote the set of all variables, let FS denote the set of all function symbols,
and let PS denote the set of all predicate symbols. Let FV(`) denote the set of free
variables of a formula ` or the set of variables of a term `. PS is extended by a set of
indexed predicate symbols of the form PG, where P 2 PS and G is a formula.
Definition 2.1. Let A1; : : : ; An and B1; : : : ; Bm be flrst-order formulae. Then,
A1; : : : ; An ‘ B1; : : : ; Bm
is called a sequent. A1; : : : ; An form the antecedent of the sequent, and B1; : : : ; Bm form
the succedent of the sequent. The informal meaning of the sequent is the same as the




i=1Bi). A non-empty sequent is a sequent
difierent from ‘ .
Sequents and formulae are denoted by uppercase Roman letters and sequences of for-
mulae are denoted by uppercase Greek letters. Let S be a sequent of the form ¢ ‘ F .
Then ⁄; S denotes the sequent ⁄;¢ ‘ F .
Definition 2.2. The length of a formula F , denoted by jF j, is the number of symbol
occurrences in the string representation of the formula. If ¢ = F1; : : : ; Fn or ¢ =
fF1; : : : ; Fng, then j¢j =
Pn
i=1 jFij. For a sequent S = ¢ ‘ G, jSj = j¢j + jGj. The
logical complexity of a formula or a sequent is the number of occurrences of f:;^;_;!;
8; 9g in it.
Definition 2.3. Let S1, S2, and S be sequents. Then, S1S and
S1 S2
S are called inferences.
The former one is a unary inference, whereas the latter one is a binary inference. S1
and S2 are called the upper sequents or premises and S is called the lower sequent or
conclusion of the inference.
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Since the language has function symbols, we need the following deflnition which is an
extension of Deflnition 5.2.7 in Gallier (1987).
Definition 2.4. Let x be a variable and F be a formula. A term t is free for x in F if
either:
(i) F is atomic and the predicate symbol of F is not indexed or
(ii) F is atomic and the predicate symbol of F is indexed with G and t is free for x in
G or
(iii) F = G –H and t is free for x in G and in H, for – 2 f^;_;!g or
(iv) F = :G and t is free for x in G or
(v) F = 8y G or F = 9y G and either:
(a) x = y or
(b) x 6= y, y 62 FV(t) and t is free for x in G.
The term t introduced for x in A by the rules 8l and 9r below must be free for x in A,
since otherwise the resulting calculus is not correct.
We use the following sequent calculus based on Baaz and Leitsch (1994) minimizing
the number of weakenings in a proof. In contrast to Gentzen’s original formulation in
Gentzen (1935), rule applications are allowed at arbitrary places in the sequent. As a
consequence, the exchange rule can be omitted. Let ¡, ¢, and ⁄ (possibly subscripted)
denote sequences of formulae and let F denote a formula.
The initial sequents (or the axioms) of LK are F ‘ F for a formula F y. The inference
rules for LK are the logical rules, the quantifler rules and the structural rules without
cut. LKcut is the calculus extended by the cut rule.
logical rules
¢1; A;¢2 ‘ ¡
¢1; (A ^B);¢2 ‘ ¡ ^l1
¢1; A;¢2 ‘ ¡
¢1; (B ^A);¢2 ‘ ¡ ^l2
¡ ‘ ¢1; A;¢2 ⁄ ‘ ƒ1; B;ƒ2
¡;⁄ ‘ ¢1;ƒ1; (A ^B);¢2;ƒ2 ^r
¡1; A;¡2 ‘ ¢1 ƒ1; B;ƒ2 ‘ ¢2
¡1;ƒ1; (A _B);¡2;ƒ2 ‘ ¢1;¢2 _l
¡ ‘ ¢1; A;¢2
¡ ‘ ¢1; (A _B);¢2
_r1 ¡ ‘ ¢1; A;¢2¡ ‘ ¢1; (B _A);¢2
_r2
¡ ‘ ¢1; A;¢2 ¡1; B;¡2 ‘ ƒ
(A!B);¡;¡1;¡2 ‘ ¢1;¢2;ƒ ! l
¡1; A;¡2 ‘ ¢1; B;¢2
¡1;¡2 ‘ ¢1; (A!B);¢2
! r
y If we require an atomic formula A instead of F , then the increase of length is bounded by an
exponential function in the logical complexity of F (see Lemma 2.1 below).
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¢ ‘ ¡1; A;¡2
:A;¢ ‘ ¡1;¡2 :l
¡1; A;¡2 ‘ ¢
¡1;¡2 ‘ ¢;:A :r
For all logical rules, A and B are called side formulae (or auxiliary formulae) and (A^B),
(A _ B), (A! B), and :A are called principal formulae of the corresponding ^, _, !,
and : rules.
Quantifier Rules
¢1; A(t);¢2 ‘ ¡
¢1; 8x A(x);¢2 ‘ ¡ 8l
¡ ‘ ¢1; A(y);¢2
¡ ‘ ¢1; 8x A(x);¢2 8r
¢1; A(y);¢2 ‘ ¡
¢1; 9x A(x);¢2 ‘ ¡ 9l
¡ ‘ ¢1; A(t);¢2
¡ ‘ ¢1; 9x A(x);¢2 9r
8r and 9l must fulfll the eigenvariable condition, i.e., the (free) variable y does not occur
in ¡;¢1;¢2, or A(x). The term t is any term free for x in A. A(t) and A(y) are called




¡1; A;¡2 ‘ ¢ wl
¢ ‘ ¡1;¡2
¢ ‘ ¡1; A;¡2 wr
A is called the weakening formula.
contraction:
¡1; A;¡2; A;¡3 ‘ ¢
¡1; A;¡2;¡3 ‘ ¢ cl
¢ ‘ ¡1; A;¡2; A;¡3
¢ ‘ ¡1; A;¡2;¡3 cr
cut:
¡ ‘ ¢1; A;¢2 ⁄1; A;⁄2 ‘ ƒ
¡;⁄1;⁄2 ‘ ¢1;¢2;ƒ cut
A is called the cut formula.
Definition 2.5. A derivation fi of a sequent S in LK (or a proof of S in LK) is a tree
of sequents satisfying the following conditions.
(i) The topmost sequents of fi are initial sequents.
(ii) Every sequent in fi except the lowest one is an upper sequent of an inference whose
lower sequent is also in fi.
(iii) The lowest sequent, called the end sequent, is S.
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S is called LK-derivable ifi there is a derivation of S in LK. If S is a sequent of the form
‘ F , where F is a formula, then F is called LK-derivable. The length of fi, denoted by
jfij, is PS2T jSj, where T is the multiset of sequences occurring in fi. The height, hfi,
of fi is the number of sequents occurring on the longest branch.
If we require that any initial sequent has the form A ‘ A with A being an atomic
formula, then there is an exponential increase of derivation length in the worst case.
Initial sequents of this form are called atomic. The following lemma is Lemma 3.2 in
Baaz and Leitsch (1994). Recall that the logical complexity of an initial sequent F ‘ F
is the number of occurrences of symbols f:;^;_;!; 8; 9g in F .
Lemma 2.1. Let fi be an LK-derivation of an end sequent S with non-atomic initial
sequents. Then there exists an LK-derivation fl of the same end sequent, fl has atomic
initial sequents only, and jflj • c ¢ jfij ¢ 2m, where m is the maximal logical complexity of
an axiom in fi and c is a constant.
A special form of a cut, namely an analytic cut, is considered next.
Definition 2.6. An application of the cut rule in an LKcut-derivation of ‘ F is called
analytic ifi the cut formula is a subformula of F .
Analytic cuts preserve the subformula property because the cut formula occurs in the
formula of the end sequent.
The next deflnition introduces the concept of positive and negative occurrences of
formulae. Roughly speaking, an occurrence of A occurs positively (negatively) in B ifi
the number of implicit or explicit negation signs precedingA inB is even (odd). The terms
positive occurrence and negative occurrence are sometimes referred to as the polarity of
a formula occurrence in the literature.
Definition 2.7. Let ƒ be an occurrence of a formula A in B. If A = B, then ƒ is a
positive occurrence in B. If B = C – D, – 2 f^;_g or B = Qx C, Q 2 f8; 9g and ƒ
is a positive (negative) occurrence of A in C or D, respectively, then the corresponding
occurrence ƒ0 of A in B is positive (negative). If B = C ! D and ƒ is a positive
(negative) occurrence of A in D, then the corresponding occurrence ƒ0 of A in B is
positive (negative). If B = C !D and ƒ is a positive (negative) occurrence of A in C,
then the corresponding occurrence ƒ0 of A in B is negative (positive). If B = :C and ƒ
is a positive (negative) occurrence of A in C, then the corresponding occurrence ƒ0 of A
in B is negative (positive).
In a sequent A1; : : : ; An ‘ B1; : : : ; Bm, any Ai (1 • i • n) occurs negatively and any
Bj (1 • j • m) occurs positively in the sequent.
Definition 2.8. If 8x G is a positive (negative) occurrence in a formula F , then this
occurrence of 8x is called a strong (weak) quantifler; if 9x G is a positive (negative)
occurrence in F , then this occurrence of 9x is called a weak (strong) quantifler.
For strong quantiflers, the eigenvariable condition must be satisfled in an LK-derivation.
If Skolemization is applied to arbitrary formulae (instead of formulae in negation normal
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form), then strong quantiflers are removed. Hence, positive occurrences of 8 and negative
occurrences of 9 are eliminated.
We use the following Skolemization technique (Andrews, 1971, 1981) which will be im-
plicitly used in the deflnitional translations deflned below. This technique is an optimized
variant of the classical Skolemization technique recommended in almost all textbooks,
where the arity of a newly introduced Skolem function symbol is minimized. Applying
the optimized technique can exponentially shorten proofs (Egly, 1994a, b).
Definition 2.9. Let F be a formula. Let G = Qx A(x) be a subformula of F , where Q
is a strong quantifler and G does not occur in the scope of any other strong quantifler.
Let F 0 be the result of flrst omitting this occurrence of Qx from F and then replacing
any free occurrence of x in A(x) by f(y1; : : : ; yn), where fy1; : : : ; yng is the set of free
variables occurring in G and f is a new n-ary function symbol not occurring in F . Then,
fi(F ) = F 0:
The term f(y1; : : : ; yn) is called a Skolem term. Let m be the number of occurrences
of strong quantiflers in F . The Skolemization of F based on free variables, denoted by
SKF(F ), is deflned by fim(F ), where fim(F ) denotes the iterated application of fi, i.e.,
fi(fi(¢ ¢ ¢fi| {z }
m times
(F ) ¢ ¢ ¢)).
Let L be a literal. The complement of L, denoted by „L, is :A if L = A for an atom A,
or A otherwise.
Definition 2.10. A clause is a flnite conjunction of zero or more literalsy. The empty
clause is denoted by 2. For all clauses, A ^2 ^B = A ^B. A contradictory clause is a
clause consisting of complementary literals L and :L, i.e., C is of the form C0 ^L^:L.
We adopt the positive a–rmative representation (Bibel, 1993) of a formula F . Hence, F is
translated into a disjunctive normal form. In the context of resolution, :F is transformed
into a conjunctive normal form. These two representations can be translated into each
other by replacing ^ by _ and vice versa, and by consistently replacing :A by A and
A by :A for any occurrence of an atom A in the normal form. We will use the term
\classical" or \traditional" transformations into normal form for translations which flrst
transform a closed flrst-order formula into a negation normal form, i.e., a formula with
connectives from f_;^;:g and the negation signs occur only in front of atoms, then
Skolemize the resulting formula, and then apply distributivity laws in order to generate
the required normal form. Such translations are presented in most of the textbooks on
automated deduction.
Definition 2.11. Let L be a literal, C = C 0 ^ L be a clause, and C 2 S, where S is
a clause set. L is called pure in S if „L is not weakly uniflablez with some literal K
occurring in a clause from S n fCg.
The following proposition is well known.
y By the associativity and commutativity of ^, the order of the literals in the clause is irrelevant.
z „L and K are weakly uniflable if there are two renaming substitutions „ and ” such that „L„ = K”.
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Proposition 2.1. Let S be a clause set, let C be a clause in S, and let C be either a
contradictory clause or a clause with a literal L which is pure in S. Then, S is valid ifi
S n fCg is valid, i.e., S and S n fCg are satisflability-equivalent (sat-equivalent).
Definition 2.12. Let F be a valid flrst-order formula without occurrences of strong
quantiflers or a valid set of clauses, and let GI(F ) be the set of all ground substitution
instances of the formula or the clauses. Then
minfjDj j D µ GI(F );D is validg
is called the Herbrand complexity of F and is denoted by HC(F )y.
Definition 2.13. Let C and D be two clauses with distinct variables. Let
C = C1 ^ L
D = D1 ^M;
where C1; D1 may be 2 and L;M are two literals with complementary signs. If L¾ = „M¾
and ¾ is most general, then C1¾ ^D1¾ is called a resolvent of C and D. C and D are
called the parent clauses of the resolvent and L and M are the literals resolved upon.
Definition 2.14. Let C = C 0^K^L be a clause and let K and L be two distinct literal
occurrences in C which are both positive or both negative. Let ¾ be a most general unifler
of K and L. Then, C 0¾ ^K¾ is called a binary factor of C.
Definition 2.15. Let S be a set of clauses. The elements of this clause set are called
input clauses. A sequence C0; : : : ; Cn is called R-deduction (resolution deduction) of a
clause C from S if the following conditions hold.
(i) Cn = C
(ii) for all i = 0; : : : ; n and j; k ‚ 0
(a) Ci is a variant of an input clause, or
(b) Ci is a variant of Cj for j < i, or
(c) Ci is a binary factor of Cj for j < i, or
(d) Ci is a resolvent of Cj ; Ck for j; k < i.
A tree resolution deduction of a clause C from a set S of input clauses is a resolution
deduction of C from S, where the deduction has tree form. Let fi be a resolution deriva-
tion. Then, the length jfij of fi is PC2T jCj, where T is the multiset of clauses occurring
in fi.
Let s be the non-elementary function with s(0) = 1 and s(n+ 1) = 2s(n) for all n 2 N0.
3. On Deflnitional Transformations to Normal Form
In this section, we review the structure-preserving transformation of Plaisted and
Greenbaum (1986) as well as Eder’s transformation (Eder, 1984, 1992) into deflnitional
y Observe that symbols are counted instead of disjuncts in the Herbrand disjunction.
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form. Eder extended the transformation of Tseitin (1968) to the flrst-order case, where
the introduction of equivalences is retained in order to deflne labels for subformulae. In a
modifled transformation, the result is optimized with respect to the length of the deflni-
tional form. More precisely, an equivalence is replaced by an implication if the subformula
being abbreviated occurs either positively or negatively, but not in both polarities. This
is essentially the translation proposed by Plaisted and Greenbaum. In the following, we
restrict the translation to flrst-order formulae with connectives from f:;_;^;!g. Equiv-
alences can be handled with only a little overhead but, since we do not need formulae
with equivalences in the following, we do not consider them in the translation. Moreover,
a unique label is introduced for any occurrence of a subformula. Since we do not consider
equivalences in the translation, any subformula occurrence has a unique polarity and we
can always use implications instead of equivalences in the p-deflnitional translation.
Definition 3.1. Let F be a flrst-order formula. Then §(F ) denotes the set of all oc-
currences of subformulae of F . Moreover, §+(F ) denotes the set of all occurrences of
subformulae with positive polarity in F and §¡(F ) denotes the set of all occurrences of
subformulae with negative polarity in F .
Definition 3.2. Let G be an occurrence of a flrst-order formula and let ~x = x1; : : : ; xk
be the free variables of G. The atom LG(~x) is an abbreviation (or label) for G. The
length of a label LG(~x) is jGj+ 1.
Definition 3.3. Let F be a closed flrst-order formula and let G;H; I;K;M 2 §(F ).
For any G 2 §(F ) with free variables ~x = x1; : : : ; xk, a label for G is introduced. Let
~y = y1; : : : ; yl be the free variables of H, ~z = z1; : : : ; zm be the free variables of I, where
f~yg µ f~xg, f~zg µ f~xg, and f~yg [ f~zg = f~xg. Moreover, ~x; x are the free variables of K
and ~x are the free variables of M .
(i) If G is atomic, then
C+G = 9~x (:LG(~x) ^G)
C¡G = 9~x (LG(~x) ^ :G):
(ii) If G = :M , then
C+G = 9~x (:LG(~x) ^ :LM (~x))
C¡G = 9~x (LG(~x) ^ LM (~x)):
(iii) If G = H _ I, then
C+G = 9~x (:LG(~x) ^ LH(~y)) _ 9~x (:LG(~x) ^ LI(~z))
C¡G = 9~x (LG(~x) ^ :LH(~y) ^ :LI(~z)):
(iv) If G = H ^ I, then
C+G = 9~x (:LG(~x) ^ LH(~y) ^ LI(~z))
C¡G = 9~x (LG(~x) ^ :LH(~y)) _ 9~x (LG(~x) ^ :LI(~z)):
(v) If G = H ! I, then
C+G = 9~x (:LG(~x) ^ :LH(~y)) _ 9~x (:LG(~x) ^ LI(~z))
C¡G = 9~x (LG(~x) ^ LH(~y) ^ :LI(~z)):
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(vi) If G = 9x K, then
C+G = 9~x 9x (:LG(~x) ^ LK(~x; x))
C¡G = 9~x (LG(~x) ^ :L):
(vii) If G = 8x K, then
C+G = 9~x (:LG(~x) ^ L)
C¡G = 9~x 9x (LG(~x) ^ :LK(~x; x)):
The atom of L is LK(~x; g(~x)), where g is a globally new function symbol neither occurring
in F nor being introduced in the translation of any other subformula. The deflnitional




(C+G _ C¡G ):
The corresponding clause set is denoted by °(F ). The p-deflnitional form (the deflnitional












where q 2 f+;¡g and frg = f+;¡g n fqg. –+p (F ) is used for positive occurrences of F ,
and –¡p (F ) is used for negative occurrences of F . The corresponding clause set is denoted
by °qp(F ).
It is well known that °(F ) [ fLF g as well as °+p (F ) [ fLF g is valid ifi F is validy.
Moreover, the time and space complexity of the translation of a flrst-order formula F is
at most quadratic in jF j.
Remark 3.1. Each occurrence of a subformula is abbreviated by a unique label in the
translations above. There are several improvements which can yield considerable impacts
on proof length. We will give an example in Section 5.
Definition 3.4. Let F be a closed flrst-order formula. A deflnitional (tree) resolution
deduction of F is a (tree) resolution deduction of :LF from °(F ). A p-deflnitional (tree)
resolution deduction of F is a (tree) resolution deduction of :LF from °+p (F ).
Example 3.1. Let F = (8x p(x)) ! 9y p(y). Five labels are introduced by the p-
deflnitional translation, namely Lp(x)(x), Lp(y)(y), L8xp(x), L9yp(y), and LF . Observe
that the predicate symbols Lp(x) and Lp(y) are difierent. Then °+p (F ) consists of the fol-
lowing clauses.
C1 = Lp(x)(x) ^ :p(x)
C2 = :Lp(y)(y) ^ p(y)
y If our p-deflnitional form is compared with the deflnitional translation in Plaisted and Greenbaum
(1986), one may observe that the signs \+" and \¡" are exchanged. The reason is that we transform
F into p-deflnitional form resulting in a disjunctive normal form, whereas Plaisted and Greenbaum
transform :F into p-deflnitional form resulting in a conjunctive normal form.
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C3 = L8x p(x) ^ :Lp(x)(x)
C4 = :L9y p(y) ^ Lp(y)(y)
C5 = :LF ^ :L8x p(x)
C6 = :LF ^ L9y p(y):
It is possible to derive the clauses which occur in a traditional translation into clause form
from fC1; : : : ; C6; LF g by resolution. First, derive :L8x p(x) and L9y p(y) from C5, C6,
and LF . Then the clauses :Lp(x)(x) and Lp(y)(y) are derived. Two further resolutions
yield two clauses :p(x) and p(y). These clauses occur if the traditional translation into
clause form is applied. If the flrst resolutions with parent clause LF are omitted and an
additional binary factorization with literal occurrences of LF is introduced, then we have
a p-deflnitional resolution deduction of F .
The p-deflnitional form of a formula can be considered as a \reduced" variant of Eder’s
translation in the sense that only one direction of the equivalence is generated. One may
ask whether it makes sense to use Eder’s approach and to generate more clauses than nec-
essary. The hidden assumption behind this question is the supposition that one can flnd
proofs for short clause sets much easier as for clause sets with more elements. The number
of clauses, however, is not the only signiflcant measure for the intractability of a clause set.
For instance, Quaife (1990) as well as Guha and Zhang (1989) observed that rather long
clause sets obtained from Andrews’ challenge problem [problem 34 in Pelletier (1986)] by
difierent variants of deflnitional translations can be refuted faster than shorter clause sets.
Moreover, additional information can enable much shorter proofs and even much smaller
search spaces. We will see in Section 5 that there exists a sequence of formulae H1; H2; : : :
such that any p-deflnitional resolution derivation of Hk has length non-elementary in k,
but there exists a deflnitional resolution derivation of Hk of length exponential in k. The
search space is decreased in the same order, because its size is elementarily related to
the length of a shortest proof. In the next section, we consider a practical application of
deflnitional translations in order to show their practical value which is widely neglected.
4. A Practical Application
In this section, the practical value of deflnitional translations into normal form is
demonstrated. The comparison made here is between a variant of the p-deflnitional
normal form and the traditional clause formy. We use the famous halting problem
(Burkholder, 1987; Bruschi, 1991; Dafa, 1993, 1994), where we consider Dafa’s formal-
ization in Dafa (1994). There are several unsuccessful attempts to prove this problem
automatically, either by high-performance theorem provers based on normal forms, or by
theorem provers based on non-normal forms. The key feature which enables our theorem
prover KoMeT (Bibel et al., 1994a, b) to flnd a proof is the p-deflnitional translation into
normal form. This claim is immediately apparent, since we get, after some simple syntax
transformations of the input clauses, a proof of the halting problem with the Otter
system (McCune, 1994). Hence, we have a practically interesting and successful applica-
y A detailed comparison between traditional, p-deflnitional and deflnitional translations is given in
Egly and Rath (1996), where approximately 200 test problems from an fi-version of the non-normal form
TPTP library are used.
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Table 1. Intuitive meaning of the predicates.
Predicate Meaning
a(x) x is an algorithm
c(x) x is a computer program in some programming language
d(x; y; z) x is able to decide whether y halts on a given input z
h2(x; y) x halts on a given input y
h3(x; y; z) x halts on given input pair hy; zi
o(x; y) x outputs y
tion of the deflnitional transformations into normal form, which are often considered as
a theoretically interesting but practically useless technique.
The formalization is taken from Dafa (1994). Table 1 presents the intuitive meaning
of predicates used in the formalization. The formulae are as follows.
(9x (a(x) ^ 8y (c(y)! 8z d(x; y; z))))!9w (c(w) ^ 8y (c(y)
! 8z d(w; y; z))) (4.1)
8w ((c(w) ^ 8u (c(u)! 8v d(w; u; v)))!8y z ((c(y) ^ h2(y; z)
! (h3(w; y; z) ^ o(w; g)) ^ (c(y) ^ :h2(y; z)
! (h3(w; y; z) ^ o(w; b))))) (4.2)
8w ((c(w) ^ 8y z ((c(y) ^ h2(y; z)! (h3(w; y; z) ^ o(w; g)) ^ (c(y) ^ :h2(y; z)
! (h3(w; y; z) ^ o(w; b))))
! 9v (c(v) ^ 8y (((c(y) ^ h3(w; y; y) ^ o(w; g))
! :h2(v; y)) ^ ((c(y) ^ h3(w; y; y) ^ o(w; b))
! (h2(v; y) ^ o(v; b))))))) (4.3)
:(9x (a(x) ^ 8y (c(y)! 8z d(x; y; z)))): (4.4)
An explanation of the difierent formulae (4.1) to (4.4) can be found in Dafa (1994). The
problem is to prove
(4:1) ^ (4:2) ^ (4:3)! (4:4): (4.5)
Formula (4.5) is transformed into p-deflnitional form by introducing labels for subformu-
lae. Table 2 shows which labels are introduced, where the same label is introduced for
difierent syntactically identical copies of the same subformula. Applied to the resulting
clause set, KoMeT as well as Otter flnds a proofy in less than 30 sec. This example shows
that, even if the number of clauses in the normal form is slightly increased by using a
p-deflnitional translation instead of a traditional translation, the proof is found much
easier for the larger clause set.
5. A Non-elementary Speed-up Result
After considering the practical value of deflnitional translations into normal form,
we are interested in a comparison of the p-deflnitional translation with the deflnitional
translation with respect to proof length. Our discussion is based on a sequenceH1; H2; : : :
y The KoMeT proof is documented in Egly and Rath (1995).
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Table 2. The labels and subformulae.
Label Subformula Polarity
d1(x; y) 8z d(x; y; z) p/n
d2(y; x) c(y)! d1(x; y) p/n
d3(x) 8y d2(y; x) p/n
d4(x) a(x) ^ d3(x) p/n
d5 9x d4(x) p/n
d6(w; y) 8z d(w; y; z) n
d7(y; w) c(y)! d6(w; y) n
d8(w) 8y d7(y; w) n
d9(w) c(w) ^ d8(w) n
d10 9w d9(w) n
d11 d5! d10 n
d12(w; u) 8v d(w; u; v) p
d13(u;w) c(u)! d12(w; u) p
d14(w) 8u d13(u;w) p
d15(w) c(w) ^ d14(w) p
d16(y; z) c(y) ^ h2(y; z) p/n
d17(w; y; z) h3(w; y; z) ^ o(w; g) p/n
d18(y; z; w) d16(y; z)! d17(w; y; z) p/n
d19(y; z) c(y) ^ :h2(y; z) p/n
d20(w; y; z) h3(w; y; z) ^ o(w; b) p/n
d21(y; z; w) d19(y; z)! d20(w; y; z) p/n
d22(y; z; w) d18(y; z; w) ^ d21(y; z; w) p/n
d23(w) 8yz d22(y; z; w) p/n
d24(w) d15(w)! d23(w) n
d25 8w d24(w) n
d26(w) c(w) ^ d23(w) p
d27(y; w) c(y) ^ h3(w; y; y) ^ o(w; g) p
d28(y; w; v) d27(y; w)!:h2(v; y) n
d29(y; w) c(y) ^ h3(w; y; y) ^ o(w; b) p
d30(y; v) h2(v; y) ^ o(v; b) n
d31(y; w; v) d29(y; w)! d30(y; v) n
d32(y; w; v) d28(y; w; v) ^ d31(y; w; v) n
d33(w; v) 8y d32(y; w; v) n
d34(v; w) c(v) ^ d33(w; v) n
d35(w) 9v d34(v; w) n
d36(w) d26(w)! d35(w) n
d37 8w d36(w) n
d38 d25 ^ d37 n
d39 d11 ^ d38 n
d40 d39!:d5 p
of formulae which are modifled and extended variants of formulae F1; F2; : : : presented
in Orevkov (1979).
Definition 5.1. Let Fk occur in the inflnite sequence of formulae (Fk)k2N where
Fk = 8b0 ((8w09v0 p(w0; b0; v0) ^ 8uvw (9y (p(y; b0; u) ^ 9z (p(v; y; z) ^ p(z; y; w)))
!p(v; u; w)))
!9vk (p(b0; b0; vk) ^ 9vk¡1 (p(b0; vk; vk¡1) ^ : : :^ 9v0 p(b0; v1; v0)) ¢ ¢ ¢):
Using this sequence (Fk)k2N, Orevkov showed that cut elimination can tremendously
afiect proof length. More precisely, he proved that there exists an LKcut-derivation of
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‘ Fk with a single occurrence of the cut rule and the number of sequents in this derivation
is linear in k, but any cut-free LK-derivation of ‘ Fk has height ‚ 2 ¢ s(k) + 1.
Considering the modifled formulae H1; H2; : : :, there are two open questions in our
context.
(i) Does –+p (Hk) have Herbrand complexity non-elementary in k?
(ii) Does –(Hk) have Herbrand complexity elementary in k?
We answer both questions positively in the sequel of this section. It is shown in the
following that using the deflnitional form instead of the p-deflnitional form may yield
a non-elementary decrease of Herbrand complexity (and proof length) compared to the
length of any (shortest) cut-free proof. We consider tree derivations in LK. The difierence
between this tree-oriented point of view and a dagy-oriented or sequence-oriented point
of view with respect to proof length is at most exponential. We flrst present a slightly
modifled version of Orevkov’s LKcut-derivation of ‘ Fk with one application of the cut
rule. Let ˆk be this LKcut-derivation. The cut is then changed to an analytic cut by
extending Fk by A_ q, where A is the cut formula and q is an atom neither occurring in
Fk nor in A. The remaining derivation is adjusted accordingly. Instead of Fk, we get an
extended formula Hk. The Herbrand complexity is estimated for SKF(Hk) as well as for
°+p (Hk)[fLHkg which are both in the order of s(k¡1). Finally, we show that there exists
a deflnitional tree resolution derivation of Hk such that the length of this derivation as
well as the Herbrand complexity for °(Hk)[fLHkg is exponential in k. As a consequence,
proof length as well as Herbrand complexity is decreased non-elementarily by the use of
the deflnitional form.
By such an extreme decrease of proof length, the potential search space is decreased in
the same order if a suitable search strategy like breadth-flrst search or depth-flrst search
with iterative deepening is assumed. The reason is that the search space which has to
be considered in order to flnd a proof of F is elementarily related to the length m of a
shortest proof of F . Therefore, if m is decreased non-elementarily, the size of the search
space is also decreased non-elementarily. This result might surprise because the branching
degree of each node in the search space is increased by introducing additional clauses
by the deflnitional translation. However, this increase of the branching degree yields an
elementary increase of the size of the search space which is more than compensated by
the much shorter minimal proof length.
First, a short derivation of ‘ Fk in LKcut is presented. Abbreviations shown in Figure 1
are used in order to simplify the notation. The flrst step is the derivation of the sequent
A0(b0); C ‘ A1(b0). This derivation is called fl1 and uses fi1. We flrst introduce fii (i ‚ 1)
and then fl0 and fl1.
fii (i ‚ 1)
Ax(wi; b0; vi)
Ax(wi¡1; wi; v0i) Ax(v
0
i; wi; vi¡1)
p(wi¡1; wi; v0i); p(v
0
i; wi; vi¡1) ‘ C1(wi¡1; wi; vi¡1)
^r; 9r
p(wi; b0; vi); p(wi¡1; wi; v0i); p(v
0
i; wi; vi¡1) ‘ C2(vi; wi¡1; vi¡1)
^r; 9r
y directed acyclic graph.
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C1(fi; fl; °) = 9z (p(fi; fl; z) ^ p(z; fl; °))
C2(fi; fl; °) = 9y (p(y; b0; fi) ^ C1(fl; y; °))
C = 8u8v 8w (C2(u; v; w)! p(v; u; w))
B0(fi) = 9v0 p(b0; fi; v0)
Bi+1(fi) = 9vi+1 (p(b0; fi; vi+1) ^Bi(vi+1))
A0(fi) = 8w0 9v0 p(w0; fi; v0)
Ai+1(fi) = 8wi+1 (Ai(wi+1)! „Ai+1(wi+1; fi))
„A0(fi; –) = 9v0 p(fi; –; v0)
„Ai+1(fi; –) = 9vi+1 (Ai(vi+1) ^ p(fi; –; vi+1))
Ax(x; y; z) = p(x; y; z) ‘ p(x; y; z)
Bx(v) = Ai¡2(v) ‘ Ai¡2(v):
Figure 1. Abbreviations used in the following LK-derivations.
fl0
A0(b0) ‘ A0(b0)





p(w0; v1; v0) ‘ „A0(w0; v1) 9r




1; w1; v0) ‘ „A0(w0; v1)
! l; 8l; 8l; 8l
p(w1; b0; v1); C; p(w0; w1; v
0
1); A0(w1) ‘ „A0(w0; v1)
9l; 8l
p(w1; b0; v1); C;A0(w1) ‘ A0(v1) 9l; 8l; 8r; cl
p(w1; b0; v1); C ‘ A0(w1)! „A1(w1; b0)
^r; 9r;! r; cl
A0(b0); C ‘ A1(b0) 9l; 8l; 8r
The next step is the derivation of a sequent A0(b0); C ‘ Ai(b0) (i > 1). For each i, we
decompose this derivation into two derivations °i and fli.
°i (i > 1)
fii
Bx(vi¡1) Ax(wi¡1; vi; vi¡1)
p(wi¡1; vi; vi¡1); Ai¡2(vi¡1) ‘ „Ai¡1(wi¡1; vi)
^r; 9r
p(wi; b0; vi); C; p(wi¡1; wi; v0i); Ai¡2(vi¡1); p(v
0
i; wi; vi¡1) ‘ „Ai¡1(wi¡1; vi)
! l; 8l; 8l; 8l
p(wi; b0; vi); C; p(wi¡1; wi; v0i); „Ai¡1(v
0
i; wi) ‘ „Ai¡1(wi¡1; vi)
^l1;^l2; cl; 9l
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p(wi; b0; vi); C;Ai¡2(v0i); p(wi¡1; wi; v
0
i); Ai¡1(wi) ‘ „Ai¡1(wi¡1; vi)
! l; 8l
p(wi; b0; vi); C; „Ai¡1(wi¡1; wi); Ai¡1(wi) ‘ „Ai¡1(wi¡1; vi)
^l1;^l2; cl; 9l
p(wi; b0; vi); C;Ai¡1(wi); Ai¡2(wi¡1) ‘ „Ai¡1(wi¡1; vi)
! l; 8l; cl
p(wi; b0; vi); C;Ai¡1(wi) ‘ Ai¡1(vi) ! r; 8r
p(wi; b0; vi); C ‘ Ai¡1(wi)! „Ai(wi; b0)
^r; 9r;! r; cl





9v0 p(b0; t; v0) ‘ 9v0 p(b0; t; v0) 9r; 9l
A0(t) ‘ B0(t) 8l
A0(b0); C;A0(t) ‘ B0(t) wl; wl
–i+1(t) (i ‚ 0)
fli
Ax(b0; t; vi+1) –i(vi+1)
A0(b0); C;Ai(vi+1); p(b0; t; vi+1) ‘ Bi+1(t) ^r; 9r
A0(b0); C; „Ai+1(b0; t) ‘ Bi+1(t)
^l1;^l2; cl; 9l
A0(b0); C;Ai+1(t) ‘ Bi+1(t) ! l; 8l; cl; cl
Now we can flnish the derivation of Fk by †k (k ‚ 0).
†k
flk –k(b0)
A0(b0); C ‘ Bk(b0) cut; cl; cl
‘ 8b ((A0(b) ^ C)!Bk(b)) ^l1;^l2; cl;! r; 8r
The derivation ˆk of ‘ Fk in LKcut presented so far has one application of the cut
rule where the cut formula has a free variable. We transform ˆk into `k by making the
application of the cut rule analytic.
Definition 5.2. Let Hk (k 2 N) be a formula of the form
8b (((Ak(b) _ q) ^A0(b) ^ C)!Bk(b))
where q is a predicate with a predicate symbol not occurring elsewhere in Ai(b), Bi(b)
(i = 0; : : : ; k), and C.
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An LKcut-derivation of ‘ Hk is obtained from the LKcut-derivation of ‘ Fk presented
above by simply adding a wl inference with weakening formula Ak(b) _ q directly below
the cut. Let †0k (k ‚ 0) be the following new derivations.
†0k
flk –k(b0)
Ak(b0) _ q; A0(b0); C ‘ Bk(b0) cut; wl; cl; cl
(Ak(b0) _ q) ^A0(b0) ^ C;A0(b0); C ‘ Bk(b0) ^l1
(Ak(b0) _ q) ^A0(b0) ^ C ‘ Bk(b0) ^l1;^l2; cl;^l2; cl
‘ 8b (((Ak(b) _ q) ^A0(b) ^ C)!Bk(b)) ! r; 8r
By replacing †k by †0k, we transform ˆk into `k. The latter LKcut-derivation has only
one application of the analytic cut rule.
Lemma 5.1. Let `k be the LKcut-derivation of ‘ Hk with one application of an analytic
cut described above. Then, j`kj • c ¢ 2d¢k for constants c and d.
Proof. By Theorem 2 in Orevkov (1979), the number of sequents in the LKcut-derivation
of ‘ Fk is e ¢ k, where e is a constant. Since jAk(b) _ qj • c1 ¢ 2d1¢k for constants c1; d1,
there exist constants c; d such that the length of `k is less than c ¢ 2d¢k. 2
In contrast to the short LKcut-derivation of ‘ Fk, any derivation of ‘ Fk in LK without
cut has length non-elementary in k. The following lemma is a corollary of Theorem 1 in
Orevkov (1979).
Lemma 5.2. Let ˆk be a cut-free LK-derivation of ‘ Fk. Then, hˆk ‚ 2 ¢ s(k) + 1.
For SKF(Fk), the Herbrand complexity can be estimated with the following result from
Theorem 4 in Orevkov (1979).
Lemma 5.3. Let SFk be a clause set obtained from Fk by a classical translationy into
normal form, i.e., without introducing new predicate symbols. Any resolution refutation
of SFk has length greater than s(k ¡ 1)¡ log2(k + 5).
Let T be a valid set of Horn clausesz, let T 0 be a valid set of ground instances of
clauses from T , and let l be the length of T 0. Then there exists a resolution proof of T 0
of length polynomial in l. This resolution proof can be lifted to a resolution proof of T .
Therefore, HC(SFk) > c ¢ s(k ¡ 1), because any resolution proof of the Horn clause set
SFk has length greater than s(k ¡ 1)¡ log2(k + 5).
Lemma 5.4. Let F be a valid closed flrst-order formula and let SF be a clause set obtained
from F by a classical translation into normal form. Then,
HC(SKF(F )) • jSKF(F )j ¢ HC(SF ) and HC(SF ) • jSF j ¢ HC(SKF(F )):
y In contrast to Orevkov, we use another variant of Skolemization but the results are identical for Fk.z Such clauses have at most one negative literal because a disjunctive normal form is used.
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Proof. Let T = fC1¾1; : : : ; Cn¾ng be a valid set of minimal length of ground instances
of clauses occurring in SF . Note that SF is sat-equivalent to F .
HC(SKF(F )) • jSKF(F )j ¢ HC(SF ): Replace any Ci¾i 2 T (1 • i • n) by a ground
instance of SKF(F ), namely G = SKF(F )¾i„i such that Ci¾i occurs in SG. Note that
SKF(F ) has weak quantiflers only and that all weakly quantifled variables are replaced by
ground terms. The second ground substitution is needed to ground the remaining part
of SKF(F ), i.e., any remaining variable is replaced by a common constant. Therefore,
fSKF(F )¾1„1; : : : ; SKF(F )¾n„ng is valid and HC(SKF(F )) • jSKF(F )j ¢ HC(SF ).
HC(SF ) • jSF j ¢ HC(SKF(F )): Transform any ground instance occurring in the valid
set of ground instances of SKF(F ) into clause form. The resulting clause set is valid and
the Herbrand complexity of SF is • jSF j ¢ HC(SKF(F )). 2
The last lemma together with the polynomial lengths (in k) of SKF(Fk) and SF imply
Lemma 5.5. HC(SKF(Fk)) ‚ c ¢ s(k ¡ 1) for a constant c.
Up to now, we know that the Herbrand complexities of Fk and SFk are non-elementary
in k. Next, we consider the p-deflnitional translations of Hk and Fk.
Lemma 5.6. Let S be a valid set of clauses, C 2 S, S 0 = S n fCg, and C is either of the
form C 0 ^K, where K is pure in S, or of the form C 0 ^ :L ^ L with an atom L. Then,
HC(S 0) = HC(S).
Proof. Let T be a valid set of minimal length of ground instances from S and let U ‰ T
be the set of all ground instances of C in T . Assume that U 6= fg. Let T 0 = T n U be
the result of the deletion of contradictory clauses and clauses with pure literals from T .
Since such deletions preserve validity, T 0 is valid ifi T is valid. By the deletion of clauses
from T , jT 0j • jT j. Since all ground instances of C in T occur in U , T 0 is a valid set of
ground instances of clauses from S 0. But then, T cannot be of minimal length. Therefore,
U = fg and HC(S 0) = HC(S). 2
Lemma 5.7. Let S be the valid clause set °+p (Hk)[fLHkg and let S 0 = °+p (Fk)[fLFkg.
Then, HC(S 0) = HC(S).
Proof. Recall Deflnition 5.2 and note that any occurrence of a subformula is abbreviated
by a unique label. The following clauses
C1 = LAk(x)_q(x) ^ :LAk(x)(x) ^ :Lq
C2 = Lq ^ :q
occur in S where LAk(x)_q(x) is the label for Ak(x)_ q, LAk(x)(x) is the label for Ak(x),
and Lq is the label for q. The predicate symbol q occurs in C2 only. Let us consider
an arbitrary valid set T of ground instances of clauses from S. Note that q is a pure
literal in T . As a consequence, C2 can be removed from T without afiecting validity.
By this removal of C2, the literal :Lq becomes pure in the resulting clause set and
any ground instance of C1 is removed. By these removals, all clauses introduced for
subformula occurrences of Ak(x) can be stepwise deleted because they have pure literals.
Moreover, clauses containing the literal :LAk(x)_q(x) are removed. Eventually, we get T 0
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representing ground instances of °+p (Fk)[fLFkg and T 0 is valid. Hence, HC(S 0) = HC(S).
2
Lemma 5.8. HC(°+p (Fk) [ fLFkg) ‚ c ¢ s(k ¡ 1) for a constant c.
Proof. Let S = °+p (Fk) [ fLFkg and let T = fC1¾1; : : : ; Cn¾ng be a valid set of
ground instances of clauses occurring in S. Let Ci = Li ^ C 0i (i = 1; : : : ; n) with
Li 2 fLH(x1; : : : ; xm);:LH(x1; : : : ; xm)g for a subformula occurrence H of Fk and
Ci 2 °+p (H) or Ci 2 °¡p (H). Let H 0 be the existential closure of the Skolemized subfor-
mula H, i.e., H 0 = 9SKF(H). Note that SKF(Fk) and H 0 have weak quantiflers only
and that all weakly quantifled variables are replaced by ground terms. Replace any
Ci¾i 2 T (i = 1; : : : ; n) by a ground instance of SKF(Fk), namely G = SKF(Fk)¾i„i
such that the ground subformula H 0¾i‚i occurs in SKF(Fk)¾i„i. The second ground
substitutions „i and ‚i are needed to ground the remaining part of SKF(Fk) and H 0,
respectively, i.e., any remaining variable is replaced by a common constant. Therefore,
fSKF(Fk)¾1„1; : : : ; SKF(Fk)¾n„ng is valid and HC(SKF(Fk)) • jSKF(Fk)j ¢ HC(S). As a
consequence, HC(°+p (Fk) [ fLFkg) ‚ c ¢ s(k ¡ 1) 2
The following proposition is (partially) Proposition 3.6.2 in Eder (1992).
Proposition 5.1. Let ` be a tree derivation of ‘ F in LK for some closed flrst-order
formula F . Then there is a derivation ' of :LF from °(F ) in tree resolution whose
length is less than 45 ¢ j`j4.
If we would like to obtain tree resolution derivations from derivations in LKcut such that
the former derivation is only polynomially longer than the latter derivation, we need
the concept of extensions (Tseitin, 1968; Eder, 1992). Roughly speaking, an extension
allows for the introduction of a new formula G, which is introduced into the derivation
as °(G). Hence, a cut formula A is translated into °(A). Since in cut-free LK-derivations,
there are no cut formulae, extensions are not necessary in a corresponding resolution
derivation of :LF from °(F ) of approximately the same length. If a cut formula is a
subformula of the formula in the end sequent, then the result of an extension is already
in the deflnitional normal form. More precisely, °(A) ‰ °(F ) and, as a consequence, a
derivation of ‘ F in LKcut with the restriction that all cut formulae occur as subformulae
in F can be translated into a tree resolution derivation of :LF from °(F ) with only a
moderate increase of proof length. Hence, we get the following lemma.
Lemma 5.9. Let ` be a tree derivation of ‘ F in LKcut for some closed flrst-order
formula F , where all cuts are analytic. Then, there is a tree resolution derivation ' of
:LF from °(F ) and j'j < 45 ¢ j`j4.
If we would use either °+p (A) or °
¡
p (A) instead of °(A) then the analytic cut cannot be
simulated and a result similar to Lemma 5.9 would not hold in this case. The reason for
the non-existence of a short simulation of an analytic cut by p-deflnitional resolution is
the non-availability of the cut formula in both polarities. Lemma 5.9 and Lemma 5.1,
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together with the fact that Herbrand complexity is a lower bound on the length of tree
resolution proofsy (for valid clause sets) yield the following corollary.
Corollary 5.1. There exists a tree resolution derivation ' of :LHk from °(Hk) and
j'j • c ¢ 2d¢k for constants c; d. Moreover, HC(°(Hk) [ fLHkg) • c ¢ 2d¢k.
This corollary, together with Lemma 5.8 yields the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. There exists an inflnite sequence of valid formulae (Hk)k2N such that,
for k > 1, HC(°+p (Hk) [ fLHkg) as well as the length of any tree resolution derivation
of :LHk from °+p (Hk) is not less than c ¢ s(k ¡ 1) for a constant c, but there exists a
resolution derivation ' of :LHk from °(Hk) with length exponential in k. Moreover,
HC(°(Hk) [ fLHkg) is exponential in k.
We mentioned in Remark 3.1 that there are some improvements for structure-pre-
serving translations which can have strong impacts on proof length and proof search. We
examine the power of the following improvement: introduce the same label for all occur-
rences of the same subformula. In other words, we consider the formula represented as a
dag instead of a tree. By using a formula dag instead of a formula tree, the representation
of a formula can be exponentially shorter.
Consider the formula Gk
8b ((((Ak(b)!Ak(b)) _ q) ^A0(b) ^ C)!Bk(b))
where q is a predicate with a predicate symbol not occurring elsewhere in Ai(b), Bi(b)
(i = 0; : : : ; k), and C. If we introduce labels with difierent predicate symbols for any
occurrence of the same formula (and therefore, the two identical copies of Ak get labels
with difierent predicate symbols) then the Herbrand complexity of the p-deflnitional
form is non-elementary in k. However, if identical labels are introduced, a simulation of
an analytic cut is possible which results in a low Herbrand complexity of the improved
p-deflnitional form.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we showed that deflnitional translations are not only of theoretical inter-
est but also have some practical value which is often underestimated. From a theoretical
point of view, two variants of the same translation behave very difierently with respect to
the Herbrand complexities of the resulting clause sets. The optimized translation, which
introduces implications instead of equivalences reduces the number of clauses occurring
in the resulting normal form. This optimization has the severe drawback that simula-
tions of analytic cuts are not possible in some circumstances in analytic calculi, but this
simulation is possible if equivalences are used. This result shows that information which
seems to be worthless can be utilized in order to get drastically shorter and more readable
proofs, together with a drastically reduced size of the search space.
y This can be shown to be similar to the case of linear input resolution in Baaz and Leitsch (1992).
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